Introduction
In this paper we study some equational classes of orthomodular lattices. The lattice of varieties of orthomodular lattices has been studied by Bruns and Kalmbach ([l] , [?])• Varieties studied here are contained between the variety TSFSS of orthomodular lattices with a full set of two-valued states and the variety SFSS generated by orthomodular lattices with a strongly full set of states. He show that any of these varieties is not finitely based. 7/e show also, using Birkhoff's Theorem, that the class of orthomodular lattices with a full set of two-valued states forms a variety.
Basic definitions and properties
As in [l] , an orthomodular lattice (abbreviated oml) is considered as an universal algebra (L;A , V, ',0,1 ) with the binary lattice operations A and v , the unary orthocomplementation operation 1 , and the two nullary operations (constants) 0 and 1, the smallest and largest element of the lattice. If some subalgebra of L is a Boolean elgsbra, then we call it a Boolean subalgebra. Vie write a±b, if a < b' and aCb if a and b commute (i.e. the subalgebra generated by set { a i b } is a Boolean subalgebra).
Kecall that, a state on an oml L is a map a : u -»<. teT
Any strongly full set of states is full. The converse is false (see the oml FNSQ in this paper). On the other hand if a set of two-valued states is full, then it is strongly full. The class of omls with a full set of states we denote by PSS. The class of omls with a strongly full set of (two--valued) states we denote by SPSS (TSFSS respectively). Thus, by definition TSFSSCSPSScPSS.
Oml L2a presented below on the Greechie diagram
is an element of SFSS -TSFSS. All omis PMS" are elements of n FSS-SFSS. Definition 1.
A Boolean block -embedding of an oml L is a map. f : L --B, where B is a Boolean elgebra and for any a,b t L, the following conditions hold:
Let L be an oml j B be a Boolean algebra and let f be a map f : L B. Then f is a Boolean block -embedding iff for any Boolean subalgebra AcL, the restriction f to A is a monomorphism of Boolean algebras. Definition 2.
A partial field of sets (see [4], [5] ) is a non empty family M of subsets of a set X, such that for any A,B e U the following conditions hold: The proofs of the above lemmas are straightforward and we can omit them.
The variety TSPSS
In this section we prove the following Theorem 1.
The class TSPSS of orthomodular lattices with a full set of two-valued states forms a variety.
It is easy to show that TSPSS is closed under taking of subalgebras and products. As a consequence of two udermentioned Lemmas we obtain that TSPSS is closed under homomorphic images. We denote AAB by P and AvB by Q. Then h(P) = h(A) = = h(B) = h(Q), and PCQ. Therefore P'n Q e M and h(P'n Q) = = 3.
Hence h(P'riQ) =0 and h(F) =h(Q). Since PcACQ, then h( A) = h(P). Similary h(B) = h(P). Therefore h(A) = = h(B). Now, we define ip (h(A)) =: h(A) .
We shall show that ip is a Boolean block -embedding, i.e. that the conditions (Bbe 1) -(Bbe 3) hold.
(Bbe 1). if>([h(A)]' ) = <p(h(A' )) = h(A') = [h(A)]' = = [<p(h(A))]' . (Bbe 2). " =>" If h(A)±h(B), then h( A a B 1 J = h(A)
and h( A' A B) = h(B). Thus <p(h(A)) = H(AaB') and <p(h(B)) = Let V be a variety of omls such that TSFSSCVG SFSS^ where SPSS is a variety generated by omls with a strongly full set of states. Then V is not finitely based.
= E(a'aB). Since AaB'Ia'aB, then h( A a B')± h( A'A B). Therefore ip (h( A)) 1 <p(h(B)). (Bve 2). " <= " If h(A)X h(B), then h(Afl B) = ii/J, i.e. A n B £ J. Hence there exists Dell such that h(D) = 0 and AH BSD. Thus, by Lemma 4, h(A)±h(B). (Bbe 3). If h(A)lh(B) then h(A) = h( A a B 1 ) and h(B) = h( A' A B). Hence h(A)vh(B) = h( Aa B' ) v h(A' A B) = = h( (Aa B' ) v (A 1 A B)) = h( (A A B 1 ) U (A' A B)). Thus: ip(h(A) v h(B)) = h( (AaB' ) U(A'A B) ) = h( A A B* ) v h(A'
To prove this theorem (using the method of Model Theory -see ([3]» Thm 4.1.12)) we define for any natural number n > 3, the oml FNSn. We sill show that for any n > 3, FNSn is not in the variety SFSS and that the ultraproduct of the PNSn's corresponding to a nonprincipal ultrafilter on {3,4,5,...} is contained in the variety TSPSS. Definition 3.
The FNSn is an oml of length 3 with 5n+1 atoms presented below on the Greechie diagram: Using the above states it is easy to construct the fall set of two-valued states on FAN.
Remark.
Since the variety of omls is arithmetical, then we have proved that the oml PAN generates a variety which has no finite base.
Open problems and conjectures
The class SFSS of omls with a strongly full set of states is obviously closed under subalgebras. The SFSS is also closed under products. If |LtJteT ! is a family of omls from SFSS and for any t t T, |mt 8JB€g is a strongly full set of states on Lt, then we obtain a family S = {nij. 8 It is easy to show that if g 'is a state on L^ , then m(x) =: = : g(h(x)) is a state on L, i.e. m = m for some aeA.
cl
Moreover a e k Q . Therefore ever; state on L 1 is of the form g fl (h(x)) =: m a (x) for at k Q . These two remarks give us some information about ultraproducts and homomorphic images of omls from the class SPSS. But we cannot prove or disprove the following two conjectures:
(1) The class SPSS is closed under ultraproducts (i.e. forms a quasivariety) ( 2) The class SFSS is closed under homomorphic images (i.e. forms a variety).
